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Coupling model for an extended-range plasmonic optical
transformer scanning probe

This article has been corrected since online publication and an erratum has also been published
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P James Schuck and Stefano Cabrini

The expansion of nanoscale optics has generated a variety of scanning probe geometries that yield spatial resolution below 10 nm. In

this work, we present a physical model for coupling far-field radiation to plasmonic modes on the surface of a scanning probe, and

propose a scheme for extending the working distance of such a probe. In a subsurface application, an optical transformer at the tip of a

probe can be coupled to a remote near-field antenna placed inside the sample at a distance away from the surface, expanding the

effective working distance up to 100 nm.
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INTRODUCTION

Motivated by biological imaging applications, many optical schemes

have been explored for increasing the spatial resolution beyond the

diffraction limit.1,2 These techniques can be generally considered to be

‘band limited’,3 meaning that only the propagating wave vectors are

collected by the imaging system. One approach to collect the informa-

tion contained in the evanescent fields is to introduce a probe in the

near-field of the sample.4,5 In this approach, converting far-field radi-

ation to near-field, and vice versa3,6,7 is accomplished by the probe

itself. In this scheme, the maximum resolution is determined by the

characteristic size of the probe tip,8 which can be smaller than the

diffraction limit for high resolution imaging. Such surface techniques

have been demonstrated to provide high spatiotemporal resolution9 at

a working distance of only a few nanometers.10–12

Increasing the working distance of such a system is a key limitation for

subsurface imaging.13 One approach is a superlens14 that uses negative

refraction to achieve, in principle, a perfect imaging system that retains

all wave vectors of the source. Another related approach is evanescent

wave amplification, where planar structures induce convergence in the

near field.15 In this work, we propose a theoretical concept where the

system working distance is increased by combing a near-field scanning

probe with a nano-antenna within the sample. Using a scanning probe

that incorporates an optical transformer at the tip, this nano-atenna can

be optically coupled to the probe enabling near-field signal collection

from a point within the sample and then exporting this information to

the probe with a subdiffraction spatial resolution reaching l/10 in the

near-infrared (NIR) spectral region (for all discussions that follow, l

refers to the light wavelength in vacuum). This probe is especially suited

for bio-imaging applications, such as single-cell endoscopy,16 fluor-

escence spectroscopy17 and other chemical mapping studies.18

A number of a scanning probes that use plasmonic nanostructures

at the tip have been designed that yield superior signal collection

enabling hyperspectral high resolution imaging.19–21 One such tip is

based on the concept of an optical transformer (OT)22,23—a geomet-

rical device for converting photonic to plasmonic modes—over a large

bandwidth in the NIR, achieving strong field enhancement24 with low

background noise.25 These advantageous properties are inherent to

the design of the probe, where excitation of the sample and signal

collection are achieved by the same tip. The excitation radiation is

injected at the base of the probe and then converted into surface

plasmon polariton (SPP) modes that undergo an adiabatic compres-

sion26 at the apex of the structure and couple to the sample. The

collected signal undergoes the same coupling chain in the reverse

order for detection. The working range of a plasmonic probe can

potentially be extended beyond 100 nm by forming an optical link

between the OT tip and the nano-antenna embedded in the sample,

which serves as a remote near-field probe. First, we describe a physical

model for photon to SPP coupling in the OT and determine the

geometrical constraints on the spectral response. Second, we show a

numerical study demonstrating the extended working distance of the

probe for subsurface imaging applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The OT has a unique optical response that, unlike common plasmonic

resonant structures, such as bowties,11 contains both the resonant field

enhancement response as well as the non-resonant field enhancement
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due to the adiabatic compression at the apex. We begin by exploring

the non-resonant response. Figure 1a schematically shows the OT

realized in a pyramidal structure made from a dielectric core with

two opposite sides covered by a thin layer of a plasmonic material,

such as a noble metal. For this theoretical study, we chose practical

structure dimensions27 to explore the optical response of a realistic OT

that has been achieved in practice.21

The optical response was modeled by finite difference time

domain simulation (FDTD), with the structure illuminated from

the bottom by light with a wave vector k0. As light enters the

pyramid, it is converted to the insulator–metal–insulator (IMI)

SPP mode propagating along the metal-coated sides. During the

approach to the apex, the IMI SPP modes on the opposite sides

couple, undergoing adiabatic compression that results in strong

energy localization28,29 within an ultra-small mode volume of the

10 nm gap cut at the apex (see inset of Figure 1a). The resulting field

enhancement (FE)5jE/E0j2 (Figure 1b) was calculated using a field

probe placed 3 nm directly above the gap at the apex of the OT (full

simulation details are provided in the Supplementary Information).

The OT spectrum has a characteristic FE cutoff in the visible and a

‘rough plateau’ in the NIR as shown in Figure 1b. This broadband

FE response in the NIR suggests that the photon-SPP coupling

mechanism is relatively wavelength independent and makes this type

of a probe especially useful for spectroscopy.30

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The coupling between the photonic and plasmonic modes occurs

within the body of the pyramid, far away from the apex, as all the

photonic modes cut off due to the diffraction limit, namely, a,l/2n,

where n is the refractive index of the dielectric core of the pyramid and

a is the lateral edge dimension of the pyramid. Converting light into

SPP waves requires momentum matching,31 which can be accomp-

lished at three places (refer to Figure 1a): (i) along the side edges; (ii)

along the body of the pyramid; and (iii) at the base of the pyramid.

Coupling along the edges is inefficient, because the SPPs propagating

along these edges will also tend to outcouple by the same edges.

Therefore, the spectral response of the OT is dominated by the other

two coupling schemes.

In principle, an MIM waveguide has no cut off,32,33 however,

when realized as a pyramid, such a structure does have a cut off

due to its three-dimensional tapering: as a decreases towards the

apex, the photonic modes cutoff at amin<l0/2n. This cut off

becomes crucial in choosing the geometry to access shorter wave-

lengths and is determined primarily by the geometry of the OT and

not the plasmonic properties of the materials used. For larger a,

corresponding to a longer distance h from the apex as shown in

Figure 1, the rectangular waveguide geometry of the pyramid pro-

duces a transverse momentum g5ap/a (a is a fitting parameter that

depends on the metal optical constants and the layer thickness).

This momentum contributes to coupling between the incident light

and the SPP modes propagating along s-axis on the metallic side
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Figure 1 A scanning probe converts the far-field radiation into the near-field thereby achieving a subdiffraction spatial resolution. By incorporating a plasmonic

structure (a), called the optical transformer, at the tip of the probe, the signal collection is greatly enhanced with the spatial resolution determined by the size of the gap

(see inset) at the apex of the pyramid. An advantage of such a probe is its broadband response in the FE; NIR shown in (b) for a range of metals. In this geometry, the

pyramid—made from a dielectric—is covered on two opposite sides by a thin metallic layer. FE, field enhancement; NIR, near infrared.
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Figure 2 The pyramidal structure provides an additional momentum for con-

verting photons to plasmon modes. The free-space dispersion for silver and gold

(dashed lines) is plotted along with the maximum cumulative photon momentum

inside the pyramid (solid line). The intersection of the curves corresponds to the

short-wavelength cutoff for plasmon coupling in the pyramid. The shaded regions

indicate all available momenta for coupling. These large regions give rise to the

broadband optical response of the OT. OT, optical transformer.
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(Figure 1), similar to a grating-coupled system.34 The s-projection

of the incident wave vector k0 is added to the s-projection of the g

wave vector to satisfy the momentum matching condition. The

total sum varies depending on the distance h away from the apex,

with the maximum sum wave vector (corresponding to a5l0/2)

given by:

kpyr5nk0(asin h1cos h)

Figure 2 shows the IMI dispersion relation for a 50 nm metallic film

for silver and gold35 surrounded by n51.4 dielectric. The dispersion

relation for the combined wave vector in the pyramid (a<0.3) is

plotted with shaded regions indicating where the plasmon coupling

is efficient within the OT. The intersection point of the pyramid dis-

persion curve with the IMI curve corresponds to the low wavelength

cutoff due to the geometry of the OT. Although the material properties

allow SPP coupling to extend further into the ultraviolet36 (for alu-

minium, the SPP limit is at 120 nm), the geometrical shape of the OT

ultimately determines the actual short wavelength cutoff. As the

photonic mode is propagating into the pyramid, at a certain point,

it encounters a matching kpyr wave vector needed for coupling. The

result is a broadband coupling assisted by the full spectral range of

available g wave vectors at various distances from the apex.

In the regime where the light wavelength is longer than the base

width of the pyramid, the edges at the base scatter the incident light

producing large k-vectors required for momentum matching.37 This

process results in the SPP waves launching from the base that prop-

agate towards the apex. However, at these long infrared (IR) wave-

lengths, the SPP mode is spread over a larger volume and they undergo

a non-adiabatic compression23 resulting in reflection from the apex

rather than adiabatic compression. The result is the formation of an

SPP standing wave along the s-axis, where the metallic side of the OT

acts as a plasmonic Fabry–Perot cavity. Figure 3 shows the full spec-

trum of the OT extending to the IR, where these long wavelength

resonances are shown to be linearly related to the base width of the

pyramid. As the base width increases, so does the overall collection

efficiency of the OT resulting in the increased FE at the plateau

(Supplementary Fig. S1b).

Optimizing the geometry to maximize the width and the height of

the plateau region will deliver the most amount of light to the apex and

thereby to the sample. For collection, incorporating a 10 nm gap at the

apex of the pyramid dramatically improves the near-field coupling

resulting in a large increase in signal collection (Supplementary Fig.

S2). However, the working distance still remains limited to a few

nanometers above the apex. Expanding the working distance can be
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Figure 3 At longer IR wavelengths, light scatters from the very base of the

pyramid launching long-range SPPs. As these waves bounce off the pyramid

apex they form a standing wave along the metallic sides. In the optical spectrum

obtained from the FDTD simulation, this effect is seen as sharp resonances (the

fundamental and the first harmonic modes are plotted at the bottom) with a linear

dependence on the width of the pyramid base. FDTD, finite difference time

domain; FE, field enhancement; IR, infrared; SPP, surface plasmon polariton.
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accomplished by placing a nanoantenna label, such as a plasmonic

nanoparticle (NP) a short distance away from the apex. For example,

a metallic NP 100 nm away from the tip of the probe will collect and

otherwise rapidly diverging the near-field radiation. This way, the NP

becomes a remote near-field antenna extending the working distance

of the system. Similar to the cascading plasmonic coupling,38 the

radiation is compressed from the far-field to the apex of the OT at

the tip of the probe, then transferred to the NP, and then to the sample

in the immediate vicinity of the NP. The power of this scheme is that it

works as well in delivering localized fields to the sample as it does in

collecting the resulting signal from the sample, with an advantage of an

extended working distance and subdiffraction spatial resolution.

This extended probe design is summarized in Figure 4a: the OT

probe is used to scan across a sample such as a cell loaded with

NPs.39 As the probe approaches an NP directly across the membrane

the fields from the apex of the tip couple to the NP exciting the sample

locally within a nm distance from the NP hotspot. The exact shape,

size, and material of the NP can be engineered for a particular study to

produce a hotspot at the desired wavelength.40 In this case study, the

NP is a 300 nm long silver nanorod resonant around 1200 nm with a

6 nm dielectric (n51.4) spacer at its center. Although such an NP is

much too large for a biological application, it is useful in demonstrat-

ing the extended-range coupling concept. The spacer concentrates the

fields in a small mode volume greatly increasing the local field

strength. Effectively, this type of an NP recompresses the diverging

fields from the tip of the OT back into a sub-10 nm spot.

The performance of the OT1NP probe can be evaluated in terms of

the total field enhancement at the NP, the spatial resolution and the
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overall optical system complexity. The FE for the OT immediately at the

outer metal surface is shown in Figure 5 in comparison to the FE510 in

the dielectric spacer of the NP illuminated by a diffraction limited white

light without the OT. Bringing the NP within 100 nm of the apex of the

OT results in an FE spectral response that contains both: the resonance

of the NP itself plus the resonances of the OT. The fields from the apex

of the OT efficiently couple to the NP thereby extending the working

distance of the system at the cost of overall reduced FE.

Placing this NP inside a layer of a higher refractive index medium

(n51.4) produces a red spectral shift for the on-resonance response, as

is expected for a plasmonic system.41 In both cases, however, the non-

resonant plateau response is retained in the NIR region from 600 to

1000 nm, as seen in the inset of Figure 5. The IR resonance of the

pyramid remains at the same position, because it is a standing wave at

the metal-covered sides.

In diffraction-limited optics, the spatial resolution can be defined in

terms of the size of the Airy disk.42 For the OT1NP probe; the reso-

lution is redefined in terms of the inter-NP separation distance. That

is, the spatial resolution is determined as the minimum distance

between the NPs such that the signal collected from the center one

is about three times larger than the signal from its nearest neighbor. To

estimate the spatial resolution using finite difference time domain

model, a smaller-size NP was chosen: a 10 nm silver nanosphere placed

on a virtual grid in a transverse plane 100 nm away from the apex of the

OT with inter-NP spacing fixed at 60 nm (Figure 6a). The total field

intensity integrated over the NP’s volume is plotted as an FE map in

Figure 6b. This map shows the effect of SPP coupling in the OT:

shorter wavelengths (outside the working range of the OT) that do

not get localized to the apex of the probe leak out from the sides

producing two lobes, rather than a single focus. In this case, the sample

is excited at every NP and the signal is also collected from every NP

with a spatial resolution worse than a conventional microscope

(shown by a dashed circular outline). In the NIR spectral range, how-

ever, the OT1NP probe produces a subdiffraction focus shown in

Figure 6c.

The spatial resolution for the OT1NP probe is defined as the width

of the peak s in the FE map across the NPs placed a distance away as in

Figure 6. Due to the extent of the metal-covered sides in the x-direction,

the NPs tend to couple to the edges of the OT resulting in sx.sy. For

l.1200 nm light is compressed to the apex and from there it only

excites the NPs directly across from the tip. For these longer wave-

lengths, the signal from the centermost NP will be predominantly col-

lected by the OT, yielding a high spatial resolution up to l/10.

CONCLUSIONS

Combining an OT and a cloud of NPs in the sample can be effectively

used as a new type of a probe for subsurface imaging and spectroscopy

that trades high field enhancement for an increase in spatial resolu-

tion3 at an extended working distance. By including a resonant NP

reporter antenna within the sample, the weak fields extending from the

probe are amplified by orders of magnitude in a nanoscale mode

volume allowing for a high sensitivity measurement. Furthermore,

the OT probe provides the subdiffraction resolution for both excita-

tion and signal collection. Incorporating the OT on a flexible probe,

such as an optical fiber, will make the OT1NP probe particularly

useful for applications such as single-cell endoscopy16 and other

bio-imaging applications.43

In summary, we have presented a coupling model for the broadband

spectral response of an OT probe. A new scheme for extending the range

of a near-field probe has been theoretically studied showing a potential

for a 10-fold increase in the working distance. Such an extended range

probe that retains the subdiffraction spatial resolution and strong field

enhancement without the use of a complex optical system is well suited

for high-resolution subsurface imaging applications.
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